Community Design Solutions (CDS) provides services to promote positive changes in communities and non-profit agencies. Students from the UW-Milwaukee (UWM) College of Business create and conduct projects that impact neighborhoods, communities, and agencies. CDS staff includes Jack Grover, Jordan Felber, and Lucas Dedrick.

### Projects and Events

#### Bastille Days
- **Project:** Community Design Solutions partnered with the East Town Association to reorganize the Bastille Days layout, adding to the fun and excitement by moving the festival to Cathedral Square.
- **Client:** East Town Association

#### Fox Point Community Pool
- **Project:** The Fox Point Community Pool site plan includes the proposed layout and rendering of a performance during the festival.
- **Location:** Fox Point Community Pool

#### North Avenue Gateway
- **Project:** View of community pool, splash pad, and building behind the pool.
- **Location:** North Avenue Gateway

#### Regional Job Connector and Veterans Offices
- **Project:** View of community pool, splash pad, and building behind the pool.
- **Location:** Regional Job Connector and Veterans Offices

### Previous Newsletters
- Previous newsletters can be found at www.uwm.edu/cds

### Engagement Opportunities
- **Connect with CDS on Facebook**
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**Stage Marketplace**
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**Opportunity Center**
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**Makerspace and Tech Hub**
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**Technology and Innovation Hub**
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**Regional Employment Connector**
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**Wellness Clinic and Housing**
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**Meinecke**
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**Meinecke Tenor High School**
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**Meinecke 903-918**
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**Uihlein Wilson Ramlow Stein - Adaptive reuse food manufacturing facility**
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**Spring 2018**
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**Best of luck!**
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